
 



  



  



5.0 – CORPORATIONS POWER I 
S 51 (xx) 

 
 “The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution, have power to make laws for the peace, order and good governance of the 
Commonwealth with respect to… foreign corporations, and trading or financial corporations formed within the limits of the 
Commonwealth. 
 
Issues of interpretation with 51(xx) 
• What is a foreign corporation? 
• What is a trading/financial corporation? 
• To what extent does the corporation engage in specific activities? 
• This is a person power 
• Corporations are artificial legal entities and are distinct from the individuals who operate or own them. 
 

ANALYSING A CORPORATIONS PROBLEM 
 

1. Who can the Parliament regulate? AKA à Is the corporation affected by the law a:  
a. Foreign Corporation; or a 
b. Trading Corporation; or a 
c. Financial Corporation; and  

 
2. Was the corporation formed within the limits of the Commonwealth? 

 
3. Is the law in question with respect to s 51 (xx) 

 
 

5.1 – THE TESTS 
 
There are two main tests applied in determining the character of a corporation for the purposes of s 51 (xx), these are:  

a) The Purpose Test 
Fencott; St George County Council1 
à Why was the corporation formed? 
 

b) The Activities Test 
Adamson; affirmed in State Superannuation Board.  
à What activities make up a significant or substantial portion of the corporations activities? 
à Following QLD Rail, this test has been brought into question. 

 
What if the Corporation has no Activity (Shelf Company)?  
à Use the Purpose test when the company has no relevant activity (Fencott v Muller). 
 
Can the Corporations power apply to a Government body? 
à YES: Super State Board and also in Tasmanian Dams 
 

R v Federal Court Aus; Ex parte WA National Football League (‘Adamsons Case’) (1979) 143 CLR 190   
KEY WORDS: Constitutional Interpretation – Activities test – Corporations power 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY:  
HCA 
ONE LINE SUMMARY: 
Departure from the purpose test and strong endorsement of the activities test; a corporation will be considered a 
corporation for the purposes of s 51(xx) if their trading activities are considered a significant or substantial (or 
not insubstantial) proportion of their overall activities. 
FACTS: 
• Adamson was a young man from WA who played AFL  
• He wants to transfer football clubs to a club in South Australia 
• Current club (West Perth Club) refuse to release him from his contract so he can move to another club  

                                                        
1 R v Trade Practices Tribunal; Ex parte St George Country Council (1974) 130 CLR 533 à issue arose whether the council was considered a 
corporation for the purposes of s 51 (xx). Court held in a majority judgment (with only Barwick CJ dissenting) that a constitutional corporation 
was to be formed with reference to the purpose(s) for which it was formed, rather than the activities which it undertook 



• Mr Adamson proposes to sue the club under the Trade Practices Act (Federal law which regulates market place 
behavior) 

• To do so he had to prove that the Club constituted a ‘trading corporation’ for the purposes of the Act. 
• The Act’s definition was closely tied to the language of the Constitution, and thus an issue of Constitutional 

interpretation was raised. 
• We are a football club established for the purposes of promoting football 
ISSUE: 
What constitutes a ‘trading corporation’ for the purposes of the Constitution? 
HOLDING:  
Majority (4:3): Both the WAFL, the SAFL and the Club constituted ‘trading corporations’. 
LEGAL RULE(S): 
Activities Test 
REASONING: 
BARWICK CJ à Broad interpretation; suggests preference to the activities test as opposed to the purpose test 
• A broad interpretation of the Corporations power should be taken:  

o ‘in conformity with the principles of constitutional construction, the description “trading corporation” in s 
51 (xx) must be given its full content, generously rather than restrictively construed. Whilst it is in a sense 
true to say that the constitutional power is not a power to legislate with respect to the trading activities of 
corporations, the constitutional description cannot, in my opinion, properly be limited to the making of laws 
with respect to corporations which were formed as trading corporations, that is to say, as corporation the 
sole or predominant purpose whose incorporation was to trade.” [208 J] 

o The power cannot only include entities incorporated only for the sole purpose of trading 
o Ie. You must look to the current activities of the corporation… (see below) 

• The Activities Test: 
o ‘For constitutional purposes a corporation formed within the limits of Australia will satisfy the description 

‘trading corporation’ if trading is a substantial corporate activity. It’s ACTIVITIES rather than the PURPOSE 
of its incorporation will designate it’s relevant character.” [208 J] 

o Look to the activities conducted by the organization; not their stated purpose.  
o If trading is a substantial activity, the corporation is question is considered a trading corporation for the 

purposes of the power. 
§ This approach is adopted to avoid companies saying their purpose is one thing, but then actually 

performing another.   
• The Activities of the WA National Football league: 

o ‘The central activity of the Club and of the League is the promotion of Australian Rules Football. The major 
avenue chosen for such promotion is the organization and presentation of competition matches in which 
the players may be, and I gather mostly are, professionals employed and paid for their participation in 
those matches usually under the control of the Club or League, either ad hoc or under some form of tenure. 
These activities are clearly within the objects or purposes of the prosecutors.’ [210 J] 

• Concludes that the Club is a trading corporation for the purposes of s 51(xx) as:  
o ‘In my opinion, the presentation of a football match as a commercial venture for profit to the promoting 

body is an activity of trade.” [211 J] 
• NB à This approach suggests that regard should be given to the factual circumstances of the case; 

remember this for hypos! 
MASON J à Prefers activities test over the purpose test  
•  ‘a trading corporation is one whose trading activities formed a “sufficiently significant proportion” of the 

corporation’s overall activities’ [233] 
• The idea of trading extends to business activities carried on with a view to earning revenue [219 J] 

o “I do not limit the concept of trading to buying and selling at a profit; it extends to business activities 
carried on with a view to earning revenue.” 

• Mason seems to hint that proportionality may come into the activities test for the League: [219 J] 
o League: ‘The financial revenue of the Leagues is so great and the commercial means by which it is achieved 

so varied that I have no hesitation in concluding that trading constitutes their principal activity.’ [219 J] 
• Mason then considers the activities of the Club, and whether they can be deemed a corporation: [219 J] 

o Club: “The fact that West Perth is a club and that therefore its sales of liquor and food are largely made to 
members does not in my view effect its character as a trading corporation. There is no reason why an 
incorporated club which is heavily engaged in trading activities should not be held to be such a 
corporation.” [219 J] 

o Despite the Club’s principle object being to promote AFL, it is still a trading corporation 
• Therefore, the principle object of the corporation is irrelevant; it’s activities are what matter: 

•  ‘…even if it proceeds from loftier motives, it is consistent with the club having the character of a 
trading corporation. The trader is sometimes inspired by altruism. Consequently, it is my opinion that 
West Perth, like the two Leagues, is a trading corporation.’ [237 J] 



JACOBS J à Delivers separate judgment but agrees explicitly with Mason J 
MURPHY J à Supports an even broader test of the Corporations power.  
• “a corporation is ‘a trading corporation’…so long as trading is not insubstantial’ [239 J] 
AICKIN J à Delivers separate judgment but agrees with Stephen J on the Corporations point 
IMPLICATIONS 
What test? 
• Barwick:  

o Does not outright reject the purposes test  
o Instead he says you cant limit the corporations power to those corporations that are formed for the 

purpose of trading [208 J]  
o The only sure guide to the nature of the company is a review of its current activity à this suggests the 

purpose test is not a sure guide [208 J] 
o Difficult to reconcile these two comments, suggest preference to activities test the only sure guide 

• Mason: 
o Seems to agree 
o Quotes Barwick in an earlier case “the status of a corporation is determined by its activities” 145 

 
What is trade? 
• Barwick: 

o It is not confined to dealing in goods or commodities [209] 
o You should look to see whether these activities are of a commercial nature. If they are commercial you are 

engaging in trade [209]  
• Mason: 

o Concept of trade extends to business activities carried on with a view to earning revenue [235] 
 
How much trade do you need for it to be a trading activity? 
• Barwick: 

o Trading activity must be substantial; see [208 J] above 
• Mason: 

o If sufficiently significant proportion of its overall activities are trading activities [233 J] 
o Wont be a trading corporation when its trading is so slight and so incidental to some other principle 

activity pg. 145  
• Murphy: Broad view 

o You’re a trading corporation if your trading is not insubstantial  
 

State Superannuation Board v Trade Practices Commission (1982) 150 CLR 282 
KEY WORDS:  Financial Corporation – Constitutional Interpretation – S 51 (xx) – Corporations Power – Activities 
Test 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY:  
FCA – FCAFC – HCA  
ONE LINE SUMMARY: 
Affirmation of the activities test; the Board was substantially involved in financial dealings and therefore 
constituted a financial corporation; No consideration of purpose test. 
FACTS: 
• The State Superannuation Board was a corporation constituted under Victorian Legislation to administer the 

Pension Fund for Victorian public servants 
• The Board invested funds in many different asset classes, and the scope of their investment was substantial. 
• The Board also had many staff whose salaries were paid either by the Victorian Government or from the Fund 

itself. 
• Trade Practices Commission (TPC) brought proceedings claiming exclusive dealing, which constituted a breach 

of the Trade Practices Act. 
• The Board sought a declaration that they were not to a ‘corporation’ and could not therefore be subject to the 

Act. 
ISSUE: 
Could the Board be characterised as a ‘financial corporation’ for the purposes of s 51(xx)?  
Does the activities test apply to financial corporations? 
HOLDING:  
3:2 à The Board constituted a ‘financial corporation’ for the purposes of s 51 (xx) 
REASONING: 
MASON, MURPHY, DEANE JJà Reject the argument that the fund is not a corporation because it is solely 
engaged in administering the pension. 



• Same approach to be taken to ‘financial’ and ‘trading’ corporations: 
o “It is our view that the Court’s approach to the ascertainment of what constitutes a ‘financial 

corporation’ should be the same as its approach to what constitutes a ‘trading corporation’, subject to 
making due allowance for the difference between ‘trading’ and ‘financial’ … the two classes are not 
mutually exclusive – a corporation may be a financial as well as a trading corporation.” [303 J] 

• Financial activity: ‘a corporation is financial if the subject of its operation is finance.’  
o Finance: Buying or lending of money or investments generally 

• Affirm the activities test from Adamson [303 J] 
• Must look beyond its predominant characteristic and activity à it can be a trading corporation if trading is a 

substantial and not merely peripheral activity [304 J] 
o As per Mason J in Adamson: ‘This is very much a question of fact and degree’ [234 J – Adamson]  

• Corporation could be a trading corporation if it engages on a significant scale even if it ALSO engages in 
extensive non-trading activities [304 J] 

• Activity need only be SUBSTANTIAL not PREDOMINANT 
o Majority held that the activities of the corporation were substantial and that they constituted a 

significant proportion of the Board’s overall activities; it was therefore a ‘financial corporation’ 
• Conclusion:  

o “The facts as we have recited them demonstrate beyond any question that the appellant engages in 
financial activities on a very substantial scale. Even if we confine our attention to such aspects of the 
appellant’s investment activities as involve the making of commercial and housing loans, it’s business 
in this respect is very substantial and form a significant part of its overall activities.” [306 J] 

GIBBS CJ AND WILSON J (dissenting) à narrower interpretation of the activities test; must be the ‘predominant’ 
activity. 
• Gibbs CJ and Wilson J dissented on the basis that they adopted a more stringent requirement that the 

financial activity be the predominant activity of the corporation: 
o “The predominant and characteristic activity of the Board is not to be described in terms of its financial 

dealings but by reference to the service it provides to government in Victoria by way of a 
superannuation scheme.” [298 J] 

• The predominant activity of the Board, for Gibbs and Mason, was to administer the Pension Fund, not invest 
finances. 

IMPLICATIONS 
• Confirms key points in Adamson’s case à confirm the character of the corporation with activities test [303 J] 
• Same approach you apply to trading corporations applies to financial corporations [303 J] 
• How much trade do you need? Look beyond its predominant activity  
• Look to the purposes test when you don’t have any activity [305 J] 

 
Communications, Electrical, Electronic, Energy, Information, Postal, Plumbing and Allied Services Union of 
Australia v Queensland Rail (2015) 256 CLR 171; [2015] HCA 11 
KEY WORDS:  Mixed Purpose/Activity Test – Constitutional Interpretation – S 51 (xx) – Corporations Power 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY:  
HCA (Original Jurisdiction)  
ONE LINE SUMMARY: 
QLD Rail was a trading corporation for the purposes of s 51 (xx) 
FACTS: 
• Queensland Rail operates as a publicly operated labour hire company and provides labour used by a related 

entity, Queensland Rail Limited, in the operation of rail services in Queensland.  
• Queensland Rail was established by the Queensland Rail Transit Authority Act 2013 (QLD) and, by that Act, 

Queensland Rail "is not a body corporate"  
• However, it has all the powers of an individual to create (and be made subject to) legal rights and duties, and it 

may sue and be sued in its own name.  
• The Act also provided for the relations between Queensland Rail and its employees to be governed by 

Queensland industrial relations law. 
• The plaintiffs brought an action in the original jurisdiction of the HCA alleging that: 

1. QLD Rail were subject to Federal industrial relations law (namely, the Fair Work Act) as they constituted a 
‘trading corporation’ for the purposes of s 51(xx) of the Constitution; and  

2. The QRTA was invalid by operation of S 109 of the Constitution. 
ISSUE: 
Did QLD Rail constitute a corporation for the purposes of s 51 (xx)? Was the QRTA invalid by way of s 109 of the 
Constitution?  
HOLDING:  
HCA (unanimous) à that QLD Rail was a trading corporation for the purposes of S 51(xx).  



It followed that the provisions of the QLD Act which sought to apply Queensland industrial relations laws were 
inoperable by virtue of S 109 of the Constitution. 
LEGAL RULE(S): 
 
REASONING: 
FRENCH CJ, HAYNE, KIEFEL, BELL, KEANE AND NETTLE JJ (plurality): 
• No reason to limit Parliament’s legislative competency to corporations that could be considered at the time of 

Federation:  
o “There is no reason to read s 51(xx) as granting power to deal only with classes of artificial legal 

entities having characteristics fixed at the time of federation. To read the provision in that way would 
hobble its operation. The course of events in the nineteenth century described in the Work Choices 
Case points firmly against reading the provision as so restricted.” [22 J] 

• Intention: Queensland Rail submitted that in defining a corporation one must look to the intention of 
Parliament [23 J] 

o Argument: The intent of the QLD Parliament was not to create it as a constitutional corporation and 
therefore it is not a constitutional corporation 

• The joint judgement rejected this submission on the basis that: 
o ‘The Authority’s submissions proffered no description, let alone definition, of what it means to say that 

the entity created is or is not a “corporation”. Hence the “intention” to which the Authority 
referred…was an intention of no fixed content’ [23 J] 

o In other words, the Act did not define a corporation specifically, therefore, it was an ‘intent without 
content’ 

o The States cannot simply say that QLD Rail is not a constitutional corporation for the purposes of s 
51(xx) without offering an alternative of it à You can’t call a ‘cat’ a ‘dog’ just to bring the cat outside 
the reach of Commonwealth power, you have to tell the court what the cat actually is. 

Did QLD Rail have legal personality? (Yes) 
• Court approved the principle of legal personality in Williams v Hursey that [36] “independent existence of a 

legal person, which is to say recognition as a right and duty bearing entity, was the determinative 
consideration.” 

• QLD Rail had been established as a separate right and duty bearing entity, as in Williams v Hursey. 
• [38 J] ‘Like the Federation considered in Williams v Hursey, the Authority is created as a separate right and duty 

bearing entity’ 
What is the meaning of a trading corporation? 
• “…It is enough to conclude that no matter whether attention is directed to the constitution and purposes of the 

Authority, or what it now does, or some combination of these considerations, the Authority must be found to be 
a trading corporation.’ [40 J] à This could suggest that regard will be given to the purpose test as well as 
activities test. 

GAGELER (concurring) à Gageler emphasis the TRADING purpose rather than the purpose of the corporation in 
general. 
• ‘the basic point that the constitutional description of trading is capable of being applied to a corporation either 

by reference to its substantial trading purpose (irrespective of activity) or by reference to its substantial trading 
activity (irrespective of it’s purpose) is sound in principle and is supported by authority.’ [51 J] 

IMPLICATIONS: 
• Uncertainty over specific activities or purpose test  
• Possibility for application of both contingent on the facts 

 
  



PART III: EXECUTIVE POWER 

 
12.0 – THE SOURCE, NATURE AND SCOPE OF COMMONWEALTH EXECUTIVE POWER 

SECTION 61  
 

‘The executive power of the Commonwealth is vested in the Queen and is exercisable by the Governor-General as the 
Queen’s representative, and extends to the execution and maintenance of this Constitution and of the laws of the 

Commonwealth.’  
 

SECTION 51 (xxxix) 
 

Permits parliament to make laws with respect to ‘matters incidental to the execution of any power vested by this 
Constitution … in the Government of the Commonwealth’.   

 
12.1 – FEDERAL ALLOCATION OF EXECUTIVE POWER (S 61 & S 51 (xxxix)) 

• The federal allocation of executive powers refers to the allocation of executive power within the Constitution, including 
ss 61 and 51(xxxix).  

• Executive power is a source of legislative power because s 51 (xxxix) allowing laws to be made incidental to executive 
power. 

• Parliament can assist with the execution of Cth legislative power.  
• Following Williams, it is generally accepted that the Executive must act coherently with an Act of Parliament. 
 
• Like other sections of the Constitution, S 61 derives its meaning not only from its language but also from the structure and 

context of Constitution. 
• In particular, it is governed by concepts such as the separation of powers, parliamentary supremacy, responsible 

government and federalism. 
• In Pape, the High Court has to examine the to Commonwealth executive power of appropriation; as govern by s 81 & 83 of 

the Constitution. 
 

12.2 – THE NATIONHOOD POWER 
 

The Nationhood power gives the Commonwealth Government the ability to act in the interest of the nation. 
 
• The nationhood power is a source of:  

1. Executive power enabling the government to engage in activities or create bodies in the absence of the legislation 
2. Implied incidental legislative power enabling the Parliament to pass Acts of parliament creating bodies or engaging in 

activities  
3. Implied incidental legislative power enabling the parliament to spend monies. 

• Limits to the Nationhood Power:  
§ Federalism – Federal Limits 
§ Executive Limits 

• Extent of the Nationhood Power 
§ AAP à Commonwealth may spend without legislative authority 
§ Pape à Commonwealth may spend only with legislative authority 
§ Davis à Bicentennial authority supported under the nationhood power (so other things would be too – flags, national 

anthems etc.) Some regulation of free speech was ultra vires based on It’s incidental aspect and a test of 
proportionality. 

 
SECTION 81 

Pape 
 

“All revenues and moneys raised or received by the Executive Government of the Commonwealth shall form one 
Consolidated Revenue Fund, to be appropriated for the purposes of the Commonwealth in the manner and subject to the 

charges and liabilities imposes by this Constitution.” 
 
QUICK SUMMARY: PAPE 
FRENCH CJ 
1. Appropriations 

• ‘The provisions of ss 81 and 83 do not confer a substantive ‘spending power’ upon the Commonwealth Parliament. 
They provide for parliamentary control of public moneys and their expenditure’ [Para 5] 



2. Spending 
• ‘The relevant power to expend public moneys, being limited by s 81 to expenditure for the “purposes of the 

Commonwealth”, must be found elsewhere in the Constitution or statutes made under it.’ [Para 5] 
§ Rejection of the ‘broad basis’ submissions of the Cth by different justices at:  

o French CJ – 236-239 [Para 150-159]  
o Gummow & Bell JJ – 270-271 [Para 251-253] 
o Hayne J – 343-344 [Para 488] 
o Crennan J – 355 [Para 534] 
o Kiefel J - 373-374 [Para 595] 

 
Pape v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (2009) 238 CLR 1; [2009] HCA 23   
KEY WORDS:  Constitutional Interpretation – Executive Power – Spending – Appropriations – Incidental powers – 
Implied Nationhood Power. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY:  
HCA  
ONE LINE SUMMARY: 
Government departments and agencies cannot assume that section 81 will authorise the spending of money on 
whatever activities or objectives the government likes. Agencies should take prudent steps when formulating 
spending programs to ensure that Commonwealth spending does not exceed the limits set out in the decision. 
FACTS: 
• In 2009, the Commonwealth introduced legislation called the Tax Bonus for Working Australians Act (No 2) 

2009 (Cth) which sought to give one-off payments of up to $900 to Australian taxpayers. 
• The Act was a part of the Rudd Government’s ‘economic stimulus package’ in response to the GFC  
• They required the ATO to pay tax bonuses as soon as practicable after the commencement of the Acts. 
• Bryan Pape (plaintiff) was a law lecturer and barrister who represented himself before the Court. 
• He challenged the Act on the basis that the payments, said to be a ‘tax bonus’ were actually gift not supported 

by the taxation power (s 81 & 83) in the Constitution.  
• The Commonwealth argued that the legislation was supported by all, or any combination of: 

o The Appropriations Power – S 81  
o  The Taxation Power – S 51 (ii) 
o The External Affairs Power – S 51 (xxix)  
o The Trade or Commerce Power – S 51 (i); and  
o The Implied Nationhood Power 

HOLDING:  
(4:3) – The legislation was a valid enactment. 
SPLIT: 
Majority (4) – Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Crennan and Bell JJ 
Dissenting (3)– Heydon J, Hayne and Kiefel JJ 
REASONING: 
FRENCH CJ à Narrowest Scope of the Power.  

§ Rejects ‘broad basis’ submission of the Cth at 236-239 [Para 150-159] 
• Nationhood power cannot be used to set aside the distribution of power between the Government and the 

states nor to abrogate constitutional prohibitions. 
• French CJ begins in a relatively ambiguous manner, not explicitly defining the limits of the power. He merely 

says that the extent of the power is fact-specific. In this case, he thinks that the facts support the enactment: 
o “There are broadly defined limits to the power which must be respected and applied case by case. As 

for this case, it is difficult to see how the payments of moneys to taxpayers, as a short-term measure to 
meet an urgent national economic problem, is in any way an interference with the constitutional 
distribution of powers.” [60 J] 

• French decides, on the facts, that the power supports the enactment. This doesn’t particularly help for future 
cases, however, as it is ultimately a factual finding and doesn’t establish any legal principle: 

o “The executive power extends, in my opinion, to short-term fiscal measures to meet adverse economic 
conditions affecting the nation as a whole, where such measures are on their face peculiarly within the 
capacity and resources of the Commonwealth Government….having regard to the accepted facts” [63-
64 J] 

• Executive power ultimately needs to exercised, in the case of spending, concurrently with the authority of 
Parliament under s 83: 

o “The executive power is exercised in this case with the necessary prior authority of the parliament 
under s 83. The incidental power supports the provisions of the Tax Bonus Act which set up a statutory 
framework in aid of the tax bonus payments. In my opinion the impugned provisions are within he 
legislative power of the Commonwealth.”  

 



GUMMOW, CRENNAN & BELL JJ à The Bonus Act was validly enacted under the incidental powers provided for in 
s 51 (xxxix) of the Constitution. 
• Rejects ‘broad basis’ submission of the Cth at 270-271 [Para 251-253] 
• Differ from French CJ in that they indicate that the Nationhood power may be a general power with respect 

to a national emergency  
o “It can hardly be doubted that the current financial and economic crisis concerns Australia as a nation. 

Determining that there is the need for an immediate fiscal stimulus to the national economy in the 
circumstances set out above is somewhat analogous to determining a state of emergency in 
circumstances of a natural disaster… This power has its roots in the executive power exercised in the 
United Kingdom up t the time of the adoption of the Constitution but in from today in Australia it is a 
power to act on behalf of the federal polity.” [Para 233] 

o In other words, the nationhood power extends to a national emergency; and the GFC was 
characterized by their Honour’s as being a national emergency. 

• Nationhood Power: The executive power of the Commonwealth is extended by the implied nationhood 
power; the Commonwealth must have executive authority for the “maintenance of this Constitution” 

o “the executive power of the Commonwealth enables the undertaking of action appropriate for the 
position of the Commonwealth, as polity created by the Constitution and having regard to the spheres 
of responsibility vested in it… With that understanding, the phrase ‘maintenance of this Constitution’ in 
s 61 imports more than a species of what is identified as the ‘prerogative’ in constitutional theory. It 
conveys the idea of the protection of the body politic or nation of Australia.” [Para 214-5] 

• Scope of the executive power will change as society develops and new situations arise:  
o “It has also long been recognized that in ascertaining the boundaries of the authority of the Executive 

Government of the Commonwealth in any given situation there will be a need to deal, as Isaacs J put it, 
with ‘new positions which the Nation in its progress from time to time assumes’ [Commonwealth v 
Colonial Combing, Spinning and Weaving Co Ltd (1922) 31 CLR 421 at 438” [Para 219] 

• The Executive power is limited by federalism; their Honour’s quote Dawson, Toohey and Gaudron JJ in Re 
Residential Tenancies Tribunal, 

o “The character of the Commonwealth as a body politic, armed with executive capacities by the 
Constitution, by its very nature places those capacities outside the legislative power of another body 
politic, namely a State, without specific powers in that respect. Having regard to the fundamental 
principle recognized in Melbourne Corporation v Commonwealth, only an express provision in the 
Constitution could authorize a State to affect the capacities of the Commonwealth executive and there 
is no such authorization.” [Para 224] 
• à This essentially means that the States do not have the power to legislate with respect to the 
powers of the Commonwealth executive, but equally the States are immune from Commonwealth 
laws that would inhibit their capacity to function as a State. 

• Ultimately, their Honour’s hold that the legislation is supported by s 51 (xxxix) of the Constitution: 
o “To the extent that the implementation of this policy involves the creation by s 7 of the Bonus Act of a 

right to receive the tax bonus and the imposition by s 8 of an obligation to restore overpayments, [the] 
legislation is necessary and the authority to enact it is supplied by s 51 (xxxix) of the Constitution” [Para 
243] 

 
HAYNE & KIEFEL JJ (dissent) à Legalist and intentionalist Constitutional interpretation (look to history & framers 
intent + read whole instrument); ‘Ends’ and ‘Means’ distinction. 
• Rejection of ‘broad basis’ submissions of the Cth at HAYNE J 343-344 [Para 488] and KIEFEL J at 373-374 [Para 

595] 
Reject the Majority’s separate reasons on two key bases: 
1. The Constitution must be read as a whole instrument, you cannot cherry pick provisions, and the scope of 

the Executive power must be read by reference to s 51 (xxxix): 
o “Firstly, the ambit of Commonwealth executive power is to be identified having regard to the whole of 

the constitutional structure, not only those provisions that deal directly with the subject of executive 
power. To do otherwise would not read s 61 in the context of the whole Constitution…To confine 
attention to executive power is to ignore the intersection between executive and legislative power for 
which s 51 (xxxix) expressly provides. The Parliament’s legislative powers cannot be determined 
without regard to the engagement of s 51 (xxxix) with respect to matters incidental to the execution of 
powers vested by the Constitution in the Government of the Commonwealth.” [Para 337] 

2. When the Australian Constitution was drafted, the legislatures power was limited with respect to taxation 
and expenditure. In the UK, the legislature and executive had historically broader power with respect to this 
subject matter. The argument that the Australian legislatures powers are limited, whilst the executive’s 
powers are broad, is therefore artificial and erroneous. 

o “The central elements of the delineation of the respective roles of the Executive and the Legislature 
provided by the Constitution came directly from the United Kingdom practices of the late 19th Century. 



But there was one fundamental alteration to those arrangements that was made by the Constitution 
and cannot be ignored. The Parliament which was to control both taxation and expenditure under the 
Australian Constitution was given only limited legislative powers. Yet when it is said that the position 
of the Commonwealth Executive in matters of expenditure is no different from that of the United 
Kingdom Executive at the time of Federation, it is asserted that the executive arm of government has 
unbounded powers.” [Para 338]  

• Incidental powers of the Commonwealth extend to both the appropriation and spending of moneys; a 
distinction between ‘spending’ and ‘appropriating’ is redundant: 

o “The matters incidental to the execution of the power of the Executive to withdraw from the Treasury 
(under an appropriation made by law) and spend the money so withdrawn are not limited to matters 
incidental to the withdrawal; they must include matters incidental to the execution of the power to 
spend what has been withdrawn… That is why attention must focus on the ambit of the executive 
power, not upon a supposed distinction between spending money and engaging in activities.” [Para 
342] 

• Ends and Means distinction: 
• à The ‘Ends’ of stimulating the economy are not in question; it is for the Parliament to decide in which 
goals the Executive power is used to achieve. 
• à The ‘Means’, however, are within the Court’s purview; it is their task to determine if the method used 
by the Parliament is Constitutionally valid. 
• à You cannot conflate the two; just because there is a national emergency, it does not automatically 
follow that the Executive can do whatever they want 

o “if [enacting a law dependent on the incidental power in a national emergency] is the end to which the 
exercise of power is to be directed, it by no means follows that any and every means of achieving that 
end must be within power. To argue from the existence of an emergency to either a general 
proposition that the Executive may respond to the crisis in any way it sees fit, or some more limited 
proposition that the Executive has power to make this particular response, is circular.” [Para 349] 

o Discussion of Court’s v Parliament’s roles at [Para 305 & 269 CB] 
• Court ends by discussing the other ‘means’ that could be used by the Parliament that could have been used to 

stimulate the economy rather than enacting legislation authorizing a fiscal stimulus package [Para 355 & 270 
CB] 

 
HEYDON J  
• The payments were wholly invalid.  

 
Davis v Commonwealth [1988] HCA 63; 166 CLR 79 
ONE LINE SUMMARY: 
1. Commonwealth has power to respond to fiscal crisis 
2. Commonwealth has power to respond to national emergency (Gummow, Crennan & Bell JJ) 
3. Commonwealth has power to act in the common good (question left open by Gummow, Crennan & Bell JJ) 
4. However, this question has likely been disposed of by the plurality judgement in Williams [No 2]. 
FACTS: 
• Established Bicentennial Authority 
• Prohibited the common expressions (200 years in conjunction with 88) without consent of the authority 
• Aboriginal Group want to print shirts saying ‘200 years of expression’ 
• Asked for consent; were denied 
• Sought declaration that the authority was unconstitutional  
ISSUE: 
Did the Cth have the power to set up an authority to celebrate its anniversary? 
HOLDING:  
Yes, nationhood power could be used to set up a celebratory authority 
Nationhood power could extend to the legislative aspect of the executive power to create criminal offences. 
REASONING: 
MASON CJ, DEANE & GAUDRON JJ  
• Court focused on the nature of the power 
• Made it clear that it is only if a regulatory provision is either reasonably incidental or proportionate to the 

Commonwealth’s legitimate national purpose that the provision can validly be enforced by Commonwealth 
criminal sanction. 

• There concern is that the Commonwealth Executive is a body that is perhaps more predisposed to coercive 
actions than the legislature.  

 
 


